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LEAKED NSW HEALTH EMAILS MEAN PREMIER MUST NOW APOLOGISE 
AND TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEADLY CRUISE SHIP DISASTER  

 
Shocking developments tonight have revealed that NSW Health approved the Ruby Princess to 

have all its passengers disembark in Sydney two weeks ago despite warnings from the cruise 

ship’s senior physician of serious illness on board. 
  

Leaked emails show the vessel’s doctor was explicitly told testing of passengers would not be 

required, despite him warning NSW Health of passengers with upper respiratory tract infections 

that tested negative for influenza, and that they needed ambulances. 
  

The shattering revelation comes as a cruise ship that had been standing off the NSW coast over 

recent days while the COVID-19 crisis builds has this afternoon anchored in Sydney Harbour. It 

is carrying hundreds of crew members. 
  

As night approaches, the Berejiklian Government has yet again chosen the cloak of darkness to 

deal with this crisis. 
  

NSW Labor Leader Jodi McKay said Premier Gladys Berejiklian must explain how this pandemic 

emergency, which has been stoked by her terrible mismanagement of its cruise ship aspect, was 

served by allowing the ship to sneak in as daylight faded. 
  

“We have seen critically ill cruise ship crew members brought ashore under police guard for 

emergency medical treatment over the past several nights. Are we now to see crew being 

transferred willy-nilly with no regard for public safety? Why has this ship been allowed to enter 

Sydney Harbour?” Ms McKay said. 
  

“This has been a coverup from day one by the Premier. She’s tried to blame everyone except 

herself for this disaster and now we have a vessel entering the Harbour with no explanation from 

her, and documents that show NSW Health gave permission for patients to disembark without 

testing. 
  

“One ship alone has been responsible for the loss of 7 lives, and 600 confirmed  cases of 

COVID-19 in Australia, more than one in 10 cases nationwide and more than a quarter of all 

deaths. The Premier must apologise and take full responsibility.” 


